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The economic well-being of the United States is strongly related to marriage, which is a
choice about how we channel our sexuality. The implications of sexual choices are
apparent when comparing family structures across basic economic measures such as
employment, income, net worth, poverty, receipt of welfare, and child economic wellbeing. In all of these the stable, intact married family outperforms other sexual
partnering structures; hence the economy rises with the former and encounters more
difficulties and inefficiencies as it diverges from it.

I. Overview: Family Structure and Economic
Outcomes

Family structure and economic well-being are correlated. Economic well-being can be
quantified in various ways, such as through household income, employment status, net
worth, poverty, and the receipt of welfare. This paper examines various family
structures (married families, stepfamilies, cohabiting families, divorced families, and
single-parent families) and their economic correlates. This paper also examines child
economic well-being (household income, poverty, and child economic mobility) in
relationship to the same family structures.
Behind the demographics of changing family structures with all their economic
implications lies a deeper change: the lessening capacity for the intimate social
relationships that marriage demands. Most American parents now cannot stand each
other enough to raise the children they have brought into existence. In 2008, only 45
percent of American seventeen-year-olds were in a family headed by their biological
parents, leaving them weaker in their relational capacities than prior generations. The
numbers are lowest among African-Americans, where only 17 percent of seventeen-yearolds have spent childhood in an intact family. Among Asian Americans the intact family
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is strongest, but even for them it is only 62 percent.1 As the rest of this paper will
illustrate, these data have profound implications for both the household economy and
the national economy, and cannot be disconnected from the fiscal strains this nation is
experiencing.

II. Family Structure: Employment and Income
Married families generally earn higher incomes than stepfamilies, cohabiting families,
divorced families, separated families, and single-parent families. According to one study,
the median household income of married families is twice that of divorced households
and four times that of separated households.2

Chart 1: Median Family Income by All Family Types in
Constant (2007) Dollars 1950-2007
Source: Statistical Abstracts of the United States
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Marriage and the Marriage Premium. The “marriage premium” is the name
economists give to the increase in husbands’ productivity and earnings caused by their
entering marriage. One study claims that married men make, on average, almost 30
percent more than their non-married counterparts in hourly wages.3 In accord with this,
Chart 2 below from a study which controlled for all factors, including genetics, puts the
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marriage premium at 27 percent.4 Marriage increases earnings for white men by
approximately 24 percent and for black men by approximately 20 percent.5 Twice as
many (32 percent) married fathers worked 45 hours or more per week in 1997, compared
to cohabiting fathers (16 percent).6 Chart 3 summarizes our findings in analyzing the
Federal Reserve Board’s 2007 Survey of Consumer Finance on average hours worked by
householders by family structure. Gary Becker in his Treatise on the Family7 argues
that working longer and more regularly incentivizes a worker to increase his
productivity (to further reap income benefits); hence we have one synergistic path to the
marriage premium, a significant strength that is missing in most of the other family
structures.

Chart 2: Marriage Premium in Male Income
Source: Antonovics & Town, American Economic Review 94, (2004), 317-321.
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Chart 3: Annual Hours Worked by Households with Children by Family Structure
Source: 2007 Survey of Consumer Finance
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This difference in earnings for men increases significantly as they age. Nobel Laureate
George Akerlof found that young married men are more likely to be in the labor force,
employed, and working a full-time job than their non-married counterparts.8 Twenty- to
24-year-old married men earn 11-14 percent more than single men their age.9 Married
white men between 55 and 64 years old make 19.5 percent more than divorced,
separated, and widowed men, and 32 percent more than all unattached men.10
The marriage premium is a general economic phenomenon, and these results are not
restricted to the United States. In South Africa, the marriage premium for men is 23
percent after controlling for education, occupation and industry categories.11 Between
1979 and 1986, married men in seven developed countries (Australia, France, United
States, Germany, Israel, Luxembourg, and Switzerland) earned at least 20 percent more
than unmarried or never-married men. Married men earned 10-20 percent more than
unmarried or never-married men in the United Kingdom, Norway, the Netherlands,
Italy, and Canada.12
8
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The marriage premium does not hold at the same level in the stepfamily. Among
married men with children, men in stepfamilies make about 15 percent less per hour
than fathers in intact families.13
The Dual-Earner Married Family. Married-couple families in which both spouses
are in the paid workforce earn the most income. In 2007, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau, the median annual income among dual-earner married-couple families was
$86,435. For households in which the wife did not work outside the home, the median
annual income was $47,329.14
However, these data cannot quantify the economic value of the wife who works at home,
and the economic tradeoffs for the family when she joins the labor force. For a
provocative look at these tradeoffs, see the work of Aguirre.15
Marital instability may be a driving force in a woman’s decision to work or to earn more
outside the home.16
In Australia, a wife who works full-time experiences a decrease of 13 percent in her
husband’s hourly income. A man whose wife works full-time and who has a child under
age five earns 10 percent less than a married man whose wife does not work outside the
home and who does not have a child under age five, and a man whose wife works fulltime and who does not have a child under age five earns 7 percent less than a married
man whose wife does not work outside the home and who does not have a child under
age five. By contrast, a man whose wife does not work full-time and does have a child
under age five earns 1 percent more.17
Because many women do not work outside the home, comparing women’s household
income may provide a more accurate measure of economic well-being than a comparison
of women’s individual income. The family income-to-needs ratio (defined by the U.S.
Census Bureau as a family’s income divided by the poverty line) permits a householdoriented comparison. Again, under this form of analysis, the married woman fares best.
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Continuously-married women had a median income-to-needs ratio of 3.87 between 1992
and 1994, nearly double that of divorced women who remained single, who had an
income-to-needs ratio of 1.95 during the same time period.18 Mothers 65-75 years old
who remained married the entire time they had children had an income-to-needs ratio of
4.2. Mothers who were single for less than 10 years had an income-to-needs ratio of 3.4,
and mothers who took care of their children alone for at least 10 years had an incometo-needs ratio of 2.7.19
Chart 4: Median Income of Households with Children by Family Structure
Source: 2007 Survey of Consumer Finance
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Stepfamilies. Remarriage increases a divorced parent’s family income, though it is still
lower than that of the always-intact married family (Chart 4). In the United States
during the 1970s, approximately one in five women remarried within a year after a
divorce. Remarriage improves the average woman’s post-divorce economic situation.20 In
Europe, the income of divorced European women who do remarry increases by 26
percent.21
18
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Cohabiting Families. Cohabiting men have, on average, less stable employment
histories than single and married men.22 Cohabiting fathers are less likely to have
consistent, full-time work than are married fathers, and are less likely to work long
hours. Half as many (16 percent) cohabiting fathers worked 45 hours or more per week
in 1997, compared to married fathers (32 percent).23
Cohabiting households have higher incomes than single-parent households but lower
incomes than married-parent households.24 In 2004, over 60 percent of cohabiting U.S.
working men earned less than $25,000 annually, and only 6 percent earned at least
$50,000.25 The median income among U.S. men that year was $40,700.26
Mothers who cohabit have lower incomes than mothers in a stepfamily who are married
to a man other than the father of their children,27 but cohabiting unmarried women
work more hours as their partner’s income increases.28 Furthermore, cohabiting couples
in the United States are 3.6 times more likely to keep separate bank accounts than
married couples are.29
During the late 1980s and early 1990s, positive economic circumstances for men tended
to decrease a cohabiting couple’s odds of separating and accelerate their marriage.
Greater earnings for a man increased the likelihood he and his cohabiting partner would
marry.30
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Divorced Families. Marital unhappiness increases non-employed wives’ probability of
entering the workforce,31 and the probability of divorce, controlling for marital
happiness, was highest when wives’ income was 40-50 percent of the total family
income.32 A Canadian study found that divorce rates increase as married women’s
income approaches that of their husbands, and accelerate further when women’s income
surpasses that of their husbands.33 For each additional $1,000 increase in wives’ income,
the chances of divorce increase 3 percent.34
The economy of the family changes for the worse after a divorce, particularly for
mothers. Men’s incomes are much higher than women’s following a divorce.35 Between
1992 and 1994, the median family income of divorced women who did not remarry or
begin cohabiting was less than half that of their continuously-married counterparts.36 A
2001 study found that women who divorce suffer significant declines in family income,
even if they do subsequently remarry or cohabit. This study found that single divorced
women’s median family income dropped 45 percent, while the median income of
remarried or cohabiting women was 14 percent lower than before their divorce. 37
Following a divorce, the financial situation of the custodial parent is drastically affected
by the children’s presence. The parent with custody of the children experiences a 52
percent drop in his or her household income.38 For divorced mothers with children
during the years 1987 to 1994, that drop in household income translated into $20,000
less, according to analysis of the National Survey of Families and Households.39
Single-Parent Families. In 1991, female-headed households with children had the
lowest median income of all family households with children.40 Never-married single
mothers were worse off economically when their child began the first grade than were
31
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38
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any other mothers.41 Furthermore, at the time their children are born, (as gauged by
income-to-needs ratio, poverty status, welfare use, and work-force participation and
behavior) the economic status of single mothers over age 20 resembles that of teenage
single mothers more closely than it resembles that of married mothers their own age.42

III. Family Structure and Net Worth
A family’s net worth is the value of all its assets minus any liabilities it holds. Married
households tend to have the largest net worth, but the difference is due to more than
the mere presence of two adults in the household. Data on asset formation show very
significant differences in the economic strength of the married family compared to
divorced, cohabiting, and always-single parent families. RAND Corporation economist
James P. Smith studied the assets of married couples in their fifties and found that,
according to data from the 1984, 1989, and 1994 waves of the Panel Study of Income
Dynamics, the median value of the assets owned by married families was $132,200. The
medians among other family structures were significantly lower: $35,000 among nevermarried households, $33,670 among divorced households, and $7,600 among separated
households.43
Our own analysis of the Federal Reserve Board’s Survey of Consumer Finance (2007)
shows a similar trend but with a more detailed break-out of wealth by family type. This
is summarized in Chart 5.

41
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Chart 5: Median Net Worth of Households with Children by Family Structure
Source: 2007 Survey of Consumer Finance
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Married Families. Earlier analyses are in line with the findings shown in Chart 5,
which is of households with children. Other researchers found that the median net worth
of married households is three times greater than the median net worth of widows, four
times greater than that of divorced and never-married individuals, and over 16 times
greater than that of separated individuals.44 Non-married men have 63 percent less net
worth than married men, on average.45
Married couples generally save more,46 have higher net worth,47 and enjoy greater net
worth growth from year to year.48 Married households have net worth growth rates
ranging from $3,000 to $17,000 per annum more than all other households.49

44
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47
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48
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Interestingly, black married couples benefit more economically from marriage than
whites do.50
A similar pattern holds even in much poorer nations: For example, in Guatemala,
married households had 29 percent higher indexed wealth, and single mothers were the
least likely to own a house or have any form of savings. Divorced and separated
households fared slightly better than single-mother households. Married-couple
households were the most likely of all family structures to own a house and to have
other investments and savings plans.51
Divorced Families. Separation and divorce decrease household net worth significantly.
Four years prior to divorce, a married couple’s net worth decreases from the median
amount of $8,918, and reaches approximately $3,452 the year before the divorce. This is
frequently due to couples having separated prior to actually obtaining their divorce.
Their net worth begins to increase the year of the divorce, to a median of $4,175, but
remains below $10,000 as long as a decade after the divorce.52
Stepfamilies. Men who remarry after divorce have 29 percent less net worth than
continuously-married men.53 Though remarriage after divorce brings an increase in
household net worth, many remarried spouses choose to keep money in separate
accounts rather than pooling all their resources, indicating some fall-out from their
earlier experience of divorce.54
Cohabiting Families. Older cohabitors who have never been married have, on
average, 78 percent less net worth than those in intact families. Cohabiters who have
been divorced once or widowed once have 68 percent less net worth than intact
families.55 Cohabiters have the lowest net worth growth of all family structures; their
net worth growth is comparable to that of widows and widowers.56
Single-Parent Families. Single-mother families possess significantly less net worth
than married parents, stepfamilies, and single fathers. Twenty-five percent of single50
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51
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52
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416-417.
53
Janet Wilmoth and Gregor Koso, “Does Marital History Matter? Marital Status and Wealth Outcomes
among Preretirement Adults,” Journal of Marriage and Family 64, no. 1 (February 2002): 261.
54
Judith Treas, “Money in the Bank: Transaction Costs and the Economic Organization of Marriage,”
American Sociological Review 58, no. 5 (October 1993): 732.
55
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among Preretirement Adults,” Journal of Marriage and Family 64 (February 2002): 261.
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mother families have wealth exceeding $3,500 and 50 percent have either no wealth or
negative wealth (in debt), whereas 25 percent of cohabiting families have wealth greater
than $6,800 and only 35 percent have zero or negative wealth.57

IV. Family Structure: Poverty and Welfare
The U.S. Census Bureau creates a set of poverty thresholds annually based on family
composition and size, which we must here work with, despite its severe and justified
critics.58 If a family’s pre-tax income (without capital gains or welfare benefits) falls
below this threshold, then the family is in poverty.59 Poverty is principally the problem
of non-intact family structures. Compared to married families, six times as many femaleheaded families are impoverished. There are differences in the financial well-being of
always-single mothers and divorced mothers, but poverty and welfare needs are major
problems for female-headed households.
Married Families. Only 5.8 percent of married families were living in poverty in 2009,
compared to 16.9 percent of male householders and 29.9 percent of female
householders.60 Additionally, intact families are less likely than cohabiting families or
single individuals to have ever participated in the Food Stamp Program61 (now SNAP,
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program).
Cohabiting Families. Poverty rates are significantly higher among cohabiting families
than among married families. Analysis of the 1997 and 1999 waves of the National
Survey of America’s Families showed that the poverty rates of cohabiting parents were
7.5-15.4 percentage points higher than those of married, two-parent families.62 The rate
of poverty was 12.7-23.8 percent higher for single-parent families with another adult
present than for married-parent families.63
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58
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59
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60
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61
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62
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Divorced Families. Between 1967 and 1984, National Longitudinal Surveys data
showed that approximately 44 percent of women fell into poverty after a divorce.64
Divorcing or separating mothers are 2.83 times more likely to be in poverty than those
who remain married.65 Following a divorce, women are more likely to be impoverished
than men. Women whose family income was below the national median and mothers
who were not in the workforce before the divorce are very likely to experience poverty
following their divorce.66
Economically, women suffer more from divorce than men. Though child support helps a
woman avoid poverty after divorce, it does not help as much as most think. Over 35
percent of custodial mothers receiving child support were impoverished 16-18 months
following the divorce, while only 10.5 percent of all non-custodial fathers (those paying
child support and those not) were impoverished.67
Divorce can also increase a household’s dependence on government benefits. Seventeen
to 25 percent of wives who divorce after two to eight years of marriage receive AFDC
benefits (Aid to Families with Dependent Children, now called TANF, or Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families). Twenty to 40 percent of mothers with minor children
receive welfare benefits.68 Mothers who were employed at the time of a divorce were
much less likely to become welfare recipients than mothers who were not working.69
Divorced mothers who receive welfare do so for three to four years, on average, during
which time they begin to work their way out of poverty.70 However, it seems that
welfare benefits may decrease the incentives for remarriage,71 a path out of poverty for
men and women alike.72
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Divorced women enjoy different degrees of economic well-being internationally and in
the United States because the distribution of public benefits varies around the world. A
European study found that “[t]he income women possess on account of their economic
activity seems to be relatively little affected by the break-up.”73 Though women are
more likely to enter into poverty due to divorce than men, irrespective of the country in
which the divorce takes place,74 in Social Democratic countries, because women’s welfare
benefits usually increase sharply (and, in some cases, double) following divorce, women’s
average net income increases by 32 percent.75
Single-Parent Families. Analysis of the 1997 and 1999 waves of the National Survey
of America’s Families showed that the rate of poverty was 30.9-43.1 percent higher
among single-parent families than among married, two-parent families.76
Single motherhood is the strongest determinant of female poverty in the United States.77
According to one estimate, almost half of single mothers are in poverty.78 According to
another estimate, 30 percent of women whose first child was born out of wedlock are
poor, compared to 8 percent of women whose first child was born inside wedlock.79
Fifty-five percent of single mothers who work part-time and do not marry the fathers of
their children live in poverty. According to one simulation, if they were to marry their
child’s father, only 17 percent would be impoverished. One hundred percent of
unemployed single mothers who do not marry the fathers of their children live in
poverty; according to the same simulation, should these mothers marry their child’s
father, only 35 percent would be impoverished.80
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Chart 6: Percent of Families in Poverty by Family Type 1959-2007
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Reports, Series P-60
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Many single mothers receive government aid in the form of welfare. More than 75
percent of single teenage mothers receive welfare within five years of giving birth.81
Forty percent of nonteenage single mothers are poor, and nearly 60 percent rely on food
stamps or cash welfare payments after the birth of their child.82 Single mothers generally
remain impoverished longer than divorced mothers. Whereas divorced mothers who
receive welfare do so for three to four years, the always-single mother is less likely to
stop receiving welfare and takes longer to exit poverty.83
Receiving welfare may actually decrease women’s employment, a potential path out of
poverty. Women are less likely to be employed in states with high levels of welfare
benefits.84 Findings from an experiment conducted by the U.S. Office of Income Security
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Policy show that female heads-of-households responded to income guarantees by
significantly reducing their work effort.85
Welfare benefits also correlate with a decrease in the marriage rate, diminishing another
path out of poverty. A $100 increase in monthly welfare benefits for single mothers
decreases a woman’s likelihood of marrying by 2.5- 5 percentage points.86 According to
one study, 80 percent of single parents who entered into select welfare programs
remained single two to four years after first receiving payments.87 In particular, receiving
benefits from the AFDC welfare program corresponds with a 5 percent reduction in the
marriage rate.88

V. Family Structure: Child Economic Mobility
and Well-Being
Income, poverty, and economic mobility are all indicators of child economic well-being.
By these measures, children in married families fare far better than their counterparts in
other familial structures (Chart 7 from the Federal Reserve Board’s Survey of Consumer
Finance). A disturbing trend is the increase in the likelihood that a child in a
“cohabitating intact” family will be living in poverty.
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Chart 7: Percent of Children in Poverty by Family Type
Source: 2007 Survey of Consumer Finance
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Married Families. Marriage among the very poor helps them leave poverty and keep
their children from entering the “low-income state” (a classification of poverty based on
the income their caregiver earns).89
The children of married parents enjoy relatively strong upward mobility (significantly
more than the children of divorced parents).90 Fifty-four percent of children born to
always-married mothers whose earnings are in the top third of the income distribution
will themselves (as adults) earn incomes in the top third of the income distribution. Half
of children born to always-married mothers who earn incomes in the bottom third of the
income distribution will themselves earn an income within that income bracket. Fifteen
percent will earn an income in top third of the income distribution as adults.91
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Stepfamilies. Remarriage after divorce decreases a household’s likelihood of being
impoverished. Poverty is reduced by 66 percent among children whose divorced mothers
remarry. Approximately 9 percent of children whose mothers remarry following a
divorce live in poverty.92
Cohabiting Families. Children in cohabiting families enjoy a higher economic status
than children in single-parent families, but less than children in married families.93
Following a divorce, poverty is decreased by 40 percent among children whose mothers
cohabit, though 29 percent of children whose mothers cohabit after divorce remain
impoverished.94 Nearly 25 percent of children in cohabiting households receive public
assistance (compared to less than 5 percent of children in married-parent households).95
Divorced Families. Divorce has powerfully negative economic effects for children. A
Canadian study shows that 61 percent of children’s households become “per capita” lowincome households if the two parents separate, compared to 13.1 percent of children’s
households when the two parents stay married.96
The children of divorced mothers are less likely to earn incomes in the top third of the
income distribution as adults, regardless of their parents’ income.97 Seventy-four percent
of children of divorced mothers whose earnings are in the bottom third of the income
distribution themselves earn incomes in the bottom third of the income distribution.
Only 4 percent earn an income in the top third of the income distribution as adults.98
Divorce is correlated with downward mobility. The sons of divorced families seem to be
less likely to earn incomes that surpass their fathers’.99 Sons from divorced families
whose fathers’ incomes fall in the lower third of the income distribution are more likely
92
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to themselves earn in the lower third of the income distribution, compared to the sons of
intact families whose fathers’ earnings are similar. Sons whose divorced fathers’ earnings
are in the middle third of the income distribution have an increased likelihood of earning
either in the middle or the bottom third of the income distribution, compared to the
sons of intact families. Sons of divorced families whose fathers’ incomes are in the top
third of the income distribution are at greater risk of downward mobility than are those
from an intact family background.100 A related study found that a non-intact family
background increases a boy’s odds of ending up in the lowest socioeconomic level by
over 50 percent.101
Single-Parent Families. Children in single-parent households have less family income
and are more likely to be poor than are children in married-parent households.102 In fact,
the children of single teenage mothers spend more time in poverty than children in any
other family structure,103 and children in single-mother families are more likely than
children in married or cohabiting families are to receive any form of public assistance.104
Children of single-parent families have diminished economic mobility. They are less
likely than children of married-parent and divorced-parent families to ever earn an
income which exceeds their parents’. Fifty-eight percent of children of never-married
mothers whose income is in the bottom third of the income distribution themselves earn
an income in the bottom third of the income distribution. Ten percent of these children
move to the top third of the income distribution.105
Robert Lehrman of the Urban Institute has shown that if the marriage rate of 1971 had
stayed the same the poverty rates would not have risen, but would have been 4 percent
lower overall; would have been 6 percent lower for blacks; and would have been 24
percent lower for blacks when marriage-related changes were added. Thirty-seven
percent more black children would have moved out of poverty when their single parent
married, and 67 percent of poor white children born to single mothers would have
moved out of poverty had their parents married.106
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Chart 8: Percent of Minority Children in Poverty by Family Type
Source: 2007 Survey of Consumer Finance
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VI. Conclusion
Economic well-being is tied to family structure, especially to intact married family life.
This is clear from comparing various family structures according to outcomes such as
employment status and income, net worth, poverty and welfare receipt, and child
economic well-being.
Married couples enjoy, on average, larger incomes, greater net worth, and greater yearto-year net worth growth. Married couples also create the best economic environment
for children. Their children experience more economic mobility and less poverty in
childhood than children in any other family structure.
Remarriage after divorce increases a family’s income, though income and net worth
rarely rise to pre-divorce levels. However, children whose mothers remarry after divorce
are less likely to live in poverty than those whose cohabit after divorce.
Cohabiting relationships are frequently unstable and of short duration. Cohabitation
produces weaker economic outcomes than marriage, according to all economic metrics
examined in this paper. Cohabiting men have less stable employment histories than
married men, and cohabiting couples earn less and are less likely to pool their incomes
than married households. They also have low net worth and low net worth growth, are
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more likely to be poor, and create a less stable environment for children, compared to
married households.
Following a divorce, both spouses’ net worth decreases. Many women also sustain
substantial income losses and are forced into poverty, particularly if the couple has any
children. If they do, women frequently must care for them financially or
developmentally on their own, which also depresses their economic well-being. Even
among women who receive child support, many custodial mothers are impoverished.
Divorce severely diminishes child economic well-being, particularly child economic
mobility.
Single parents, and single mothers in particular, face remarkably difficult economic
circumstances. Single mothers have the lowest median income and the lowest net worth
of all family structures with children. Half of single mothers live in poverty, and an
estimated 60 percent rely on government welfare. Children of single mothers are at
increased likelihood of dependence on welfare benefits during childhood and enjoy less
economic mobility than children in married families as adults.
Long-term income, wealth and hence poverty are largely a matter of choice in America
today—the choice of marriage and the pathways to it. We assert this not only because
of all associated structural correlates, but also based on the revealed income-earning
capacities of the different householders, as exemplified by the marriage premium, and on
their “home-economics” wealth-management choices, as exemplified by the strong networth accrual of the intact married family (especially when controlling for other socioeconomic factors). Choice about marriage is mainly a choice about how to handle our
sexual capacities and our sexual relationships.
There is an intimate relationship between our income and wealth and our sexual
culture. They rise or fall together, and thus, strange though it may seem, there is a
significant connection between our sexual culture and our national economic strengths
and weaknesses.
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METHODOLOGY NOTE ON THE DERIVATION OF THE CHARTS:
MARRI employed the aggregate variables suggested by the Federal Reserve Board
wherever possible; this included (household) total income and net worth
(http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/oss/oss2/2007/codebk2007.txt). Moreover, the
weighting system provided by the Federal Reserve Board was used not just to weigh the
household count for income purposes but also to weigh the child count in each
household (e.g. in weighing the number of children found in impoverished
households). Family structure information is also available in the survey; here MARRI
used the standard categories available:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MARRIED,
LIVING WITH PARTNER,
SEPARATED,
DIVORCED,
WIDOWED,
NEVER MARRIED,

and an additional calculation to decide whether children in the family were step children
(assumedly so if that child's computed birth year was a year or more earlier than the
year of entry into the marriage or cohabitation relationship).
Poverty fractions are reported for each family structure class independent of the other
classes; i.e. there should be no expectation that any of these columns sum to 100
percent. Poverty levels are those defined by the US Census Bureau
(http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/methods/spm_fedregister.html).
Minority children were those of black and Hispanic headed households.
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